This paper casts the problem of perceptual grouping into an evidence combining setting using the apparatus of the EM algorithm. We are concerned with recovering a perceptual arrangement graph for line-segments using evidence provided by a raw perceptual grouping field. The perceptual grouping process is posed as one of pairwise relational clustering. The task is to assign line-segments (or other image tokens) to clusters in which there is strong relational affinity between token pairs. The parameters of our model are the cluster memberships and the pairwise affinities or link-weights for the nodes of a perceptual relation graph. Commencing from a simple probability distribution for these parameters, we show how they may be estimated using the apparatus of the EM algorithm. The new method is demonstrated on line-segment grouping problems where it is shown to outperform a non-iterative eigenclustering method. q
Introduction
Perceptual grouping is an important process which permits low-level features to be organised into higher level relational structures that can be subsequently used for scene understanding and object recognition. Broadly speaking, the available literature on perceptual grouping can be divided into three areas according to the level of abstraction at which they operate. At the lowest level of abstraction, the available algorithms are concerned with computation of the grouping field. There are several contributions which deserve special mention. Heitger and von der Heydt [6] have shown how to model the line extension field using directional filters whose shapes are motivated by studies of the visual field of monkeys. Williams et al. [25, 26] have taken a different approach using the stochastic completion field. Here the completion field of curvilinear features is computed using Monte Carlo simulation of particle trajectories between the end-points of contours. At the intermediate level of abstraction, several authors have investigated the use of iterative relaxation style operators for edgel grouping. This approach was pioneered by Shashua and Ullman [21] and later refined by Guy and Medioni [5] among others. Parent and Zucker have shown how co-circularity can be used to gauge the compatibility of neighbouring edges [15] . Matas and Kittler [10] have shown how Waltz's dictionary of line-label configurations can be used for junction re-enforcement. At the highest level of abstraction, the available algorithms pose the grouping problem as that of recovering a graph which represents the relational arrangement of segmental entities previously extracted from raw image data. One of the most popular methods here is to use ideas from spectral graph theory to locate the salient relational structure. For instance, both Sarkar and Boyer [20] and Perona and Freeman [17] have used the eigenstructure of a perceptual affinity matrix to find disjoint subgraphs that represent the main arrangements of segmental entities. Finally, it is worth mentioning that several authors have used similar algorithms based on eigenvalues of an affinity matrix to iteratively segment image data. One of the best known is the normalised cut method of Shi and Malik [22] . Recently, Weiss [24] has shown how this and other closely related methods can be improved using a normalised affinity matrix.
The observation underpinning this paper is that although considerable effort has been expended at intermediate level to develop algorithms for combining evidence from a raw grouping field, the higher-level graph-based methods use static affinity relationships or relational abstraction as input.
The aim in this paper is to develop a different approach to the problem which poses the recovery of the perceptual arrangement graph in an evidence combining framework. We pose the problem as one of pairwise clustering which is parameterised using two sets of indicator variables. The first of these are cluster membership variables which indicate to which perceptual cluster a segmental entity belongs. The second set of variables is link-weights which convey the strength of the perceptual relations between pairs of nodes in the same cluster. Our contribution is to show how to estimate both sets of indicator variables using the apparatus of the EM algorithm.
Although there have been some attempts at using probabilistic methods for grouping elsewhere in the literature [19] , our method has a number of unique features which distinguish it from these alternatives. Early work by Dickson [4] has used Bayes nets to develop a hierarchical framework for splitting and merging groups of lines. Cox, Rehg and Hingorani [8] have developed a grouping method which combines evidence from the raw edge attributes delivered by the Canny edge detector. Leite and Hancock [12] have pursued similar objectives with the aim of fitting cubic splines to the output of a bank of multiscale derivative of Gaussian filters using the EM algorithm. Castaño and Hutchinson [19] have developed a Bayesian framework for combining evidence for different graph-based partitions or groupings of line-segments. The method exploits bilateral symmetries. It is based on a frequentist approach over the set of partitions of the line-segments and is hence free of parameters. Recently, Crevier [3] has developed an evidence combining framework for extracting chains of colinear line-segments. Our work differs from this work in a number of important ways. We use a probabilistic characterisation of the grouping-graph based on a matrix of link-weights. The goal of computation is to iteratively recover the maximum likelihood elements of this matrix using the apparatus of the EM algorithm.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we develop a mixture model for the grouping problem. Section 3 shows how the parameters of this mixture model, namely the cluster membership probabilities and the pairwise link-weights can be estimated using the EM algorithm. We also describe how the number of components of the mixture model can be set using the eigenmodes of the link-weight matrix. We then provide two applications of the grouping algorithm. In Section 4 we address the problem of line-segment grouping. To commence, we describe a simple model which can be used to initialise the link-weights. We then evaluate the line-grouping method in a sensitivity study on synthetic data. We also furnish some examples on real-world images. Section 5 presents a similar study for the problem of grey-scale image segmentation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by summarising our contributions and offering directions for future research.
Maximum likelihood framework
We pose the problem of perceptual grouping as that of finding the pairwise clusters which exist within a set of objects segmented from raw image data. These objects may be point-features such as corners, lines, curves or regions. However, in this paper we focus on the specific problems of grey-level image segmentation and grouping line-segments. The process of pairwise clustering is somewhat different to the more familiar one of central clustering. Whereas central clustering aims to characterise cluster-membership using the cluster mean and variance, in pairwise clustering it is link-weights between nodes which are used to establish cluster membership. Although less well studied than central clustering, there has recently been renewed interest in pairwise clustering aimed at placing the method on a more principled footing using techniques such as mean-field annealing [7] .
We abstract the problem in the following way. The raw perceptual entities are indexed using the set V. Our aim is to assign each node to one of a set of pairwise clusters which are indexed by the set V. To represent the state of organisation of the perceptual relation graph, we introduce some indicator variables. First, we introduce a cluster membership indicator which is unity if the node i belongs to the perceptual cluster v [ V and is zero otherwise, i.e.
The second model ingredient is the link-weight A i;j between distinct pairs of nodes ði; jÞ [ V £ V 2 {ði; ili [ V}: When the link-weights become binary in nature, they convey the following meaning
When the link-weights satisfy the above condition, then the different clusters represent disjoint subgraphs. Our aim is to find the cluster membership variables and the link-weights which partition the set of raw perceptual entities into disjoint pairwise clusters. We commence by assuming that there are putative edges between each distinct pair of nodes ði; jÞ belonging to the Cartesian self-product
Further suppose that pðA i;j Þ is the probability density for the link-weight appearing on the pair of nodes ði; jÞ [ F: Our aim is to locate disjoint subgraphs by updating the link-weights until they are either zero or unity. Under the assumption that the link-weights on different pairs of nodes are independent of one-another, then the likelihood function for the observed arrangement of perceptual entities can be factorised over the set of putative edges as
We are interested in partitioning the set of perceptual entities into pairwise clusters using the link-weights between them. We must therefore entertain the possibility that each of the Cartesian pairs appearing under the above product, which represent putative perceptual relations, may belong to each of the pairwise clusters indexed by the set V.
To make this uncertainty of association explicit, we construct a mixture model over the perceptual clusters and write
According to this mixture model, PðA i;j lvÞ is the probability that the nodes i and j are connected by an edge with linkweight A i;j which falls within the perceptual cluster indexed v. The total probability mass associated with the cluster indexed v is PðvÞ: In most of our experiments, we will assume that there are only two such sets of nodes; those that represent a foreground arrangement, and those that represent background clutter. However, for generality we proceed under the assumption that there are an arbitrary number of perceptual clusters. As a result, the probability of the observed set of perceptual entities is
To proceed, we require a model of the probability distribution for the link-weights. Here we adopt a model in which the observed link structure of the pairwise clusters arises through a Bernoulli distribution. The parameter of this distribution is the link-probability A i;j : The idea behind this model is that any pair of nodes i and j may connect to each with a link. This link is treated as a Bernoulli variable. The probability that this link is correct is A i;j while the probability that it is in error is 1 2 A i;j : To gauge the correctness of the link, we check whether the nodes i and j belong to the same pairwise cluster. To test for clusterconsistency we make use of the quantity s iv s jv : This is unity if both nodes belong to the same cluster and is zero otherwise. Using this switching property, the Bernoulli distribution becomes
This distribution takes on is largest values when either the link-weight A i;j is unity and s iv ¼ s jv ¼ 1; or if the linkweight A i;j ¼ 0 and s iv ¼ s jv ¼ 0:
Expectation -maximisation
Our aim is to find the cluster-membership weights and the link-weights which maximize the likelihood function appearing in Eq. (5) . One way to locate the maximum likelihood perceptual relation graph is to update the binary cluster and edge indicators. This could be effected using a number of optimisation methods including simulated annealing and Markov Chain Monte Carlo. However, here we use the apparatus of the EM algorithm originally developed by Dempster, Laird and Rubin [1] . Our reason for doing this is that the cluster-membership variables s iv must be regarded as quantities whose distribution is governed by the link-weights A i;j : Since at the outset we know neither the associations between nodes and clusters nor the strength of the link-weights within clusters, this information must be treated as hidden data. In other words, we must use the EM algorithm to estimate them.
The idea underpinning the EM algorithm is to recover maximum likelihood solutions to problems involving missing or hidden data by iterating between two computational steps. In the E (or expectation) step we estimate the a posteriori probabilities of the hidden data using maximum likelihood parameters recovered in the preceding maximisation (M) step. The M-step in-turn aims to recover the parameters which maximise the expected value of the loglikelihood function. It is the available a posteriori probabilities from the E-step which allows the weighting of log-likelihood required in the maximisation-step.
Expected log-likelihood function
For the likelihood function appearing in Eq. (5), the expected log-likelihood function is defined as
where pðA
lvÞ is the probability distribution for the linkweights at iteration n þ 1 and PðwlA ðnÞ i;j Þ is the a posteriori probability that the pair of nodes with link-weight A ðnÞ i;j belong to the cluster indexed v at iteration n of the algorithm. When the probability distribution function from Eq. (6) 
Maximisation
In the maximisation step of the algorithm, we aim to recover the cluster and edge parameters s iv and A i;j : The edge parameters are found by computing the derivatives of the expected log-likelihood function 
However, the associated equations are not tractable in closed form. Instead, we use the soft-assign ansatz of Bridle [2] 
As a result, the update equation for the cluster 
where a ðnÞ ðvÞ is the available estimate of the class-prior PðvÞ: This is computed using the formula a ðnÞ ðvÞ ¼ 1
Upon substituting for the probability density from Eq. (6), the updated a posteriori probabilities are given by 
Selecting the number of modes
One of the practical difficulties associated with using a mixture model is that of selecting the number of components. There are several well established ways of addressing this problem. These frequently involve removing or splitting components so as to optimise a measure of model-order complexity [13, 14, 23] . There are several possible choices of utility measures including the minimum description length [18] and the Akaike information criterion [27] .
However, here we take a different route and use the modal structure of the initial affinity matrix to set the number of mixing components. Here we use a result due to Sarkar and Boyer [20] who have shown how matrix factorisation methods can be used to locate the set of edges which partition the nodes into distinct perceptual clusters. One way of viewing this is as the search for the permutation matrix which re-orders the elements of A into non-overlapping blocks. Unfortunately, when the elements of the matrix A are not binary in nature, then this is not a straightforward task. However, Sarkar and Boyer [20] have shown how the positive eigenvectors of the matrix of linkweights can be used to assign nodes to perceptual clusters. Using the Rayleigh -Ritz theorem, they observe that the scalar quantity We use the eigenvectors of the initial affinity matrix to initialise the cluster membership variables. This is done using the magnitudes of the modal coefficients and we set
We use the eigenvectors of the initial affinity matrix to initialise the cluster membership variables. At this point it is worth pausing to review the way in which Sarkar and Boyer [20] use the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix to assign nodes to clusters. In an attempt to render the clustering method robust to noise, they allow up to 5% of the components of the eigenvectors to flip sign. To be more formal let U 
In other words the positive eigenvectors are acceptable as modal clusters provided that the fraction of samesign components exceeds the threshold T. In practice 5% of the components are allowed to flip sign, i.e. T ¼ 0:95: One of the problems introduced by this procedure is that by allowing flipping, nodes may be ambiguously assigned to more than one cluster. We have recently developed an alternative way of rendering the non-iterative eigendecomposition method robust to noise [11] . This involves thresholding the linkweight matrix. Prior to performing eigendecomposition, we set insignificant elements, i.e. those which are smaller than 0.001, to zero.
In our experiments, we will compare the results delivered by the EM algorithm with those obtained with both sign-flipping and the thresholded adjacency matrix.
Algorithm description
Finally, to summarise, the iterative steps of the algorithm are as follows: † (1) Initialisation. Compute the eigenvectors of the initial current link-weight matrix A (0) . Each same-sign eigenvector whose eigenvalue is positive is used to seed a different component of the mixture model. † (2) Expectation. Compute the updated cluster-membership variables using the E-step. † (3) Maximisation. Update the link-weights using the M-step to compute the updated link-weight matrix A ðnÞ : † Repeat steps (2) and (3) until convergence is reached.
Line grouping
In this section, we provide the first example application of our new clustering method. This involves the grouping or linking of line-segments.
Initial line-grouping field
We are interested in locating groups of line-segments that exhibit strong geometric affinity to one-another. In this section, we provide details of a probabilistic linking field that can be used to gauge geometric affinity. To be more formal suppose we have a set of line-segments L ¼ {L i ; i ¼ 1; …; n}: Consider two lines L i and L j drawn from this set. Their respective lengths are l i and l j . Our model of the linking process commences by constructing the line G i;j which connects the closest pair of endpoints for the two lines. The geometry of this connecting line is represented using its length r i;j and the polar angle u i;j of the line G i;j with respect to the base-line L i . We measure the overall scale of the arrangement of lines using the length of the shorter liner i;j ¼ min½l i ; l j :
The relative length of the gap between the two linesegments is represented in a scale-invariant manner using the dimensionless quantity j i;j ¼ r i;j =r i;j :
Following Heitger and von der Heydt [6] we model the linking process using an elongated polar grouping field. To establish the degree of geometric affinity between the lines we interpolate the end-points of the two lines using the polar lemniscate
The value of the constant k is used to measure the degree of affinity between the two lines. For each linking line, we compute the value of the constant k which allows the polar locus to pass through the pair of endpoints. The value of this constant is
The geometry of the lines and their relationship to the interpolating polar lemniscate is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . It is important to note that the polar angle is defined over the interval u i;j [ ð0; p and is rotation invariant. We use the parameter k to model the linking probability for the pair of line-segments. When the lemniscate envelope is large, i.e. k is large, then the grouping probability is small. On the other hand, when the envelope is compact, then the grouping probability is large. To model this behaviour, we assign the linking probability using the exponential where l is a constant whose best value has been found empirically to be unity. As a result, the linking probability is large when either the relative separation of the endpoints is small, i.e. r i;j !r i;j or the polar angle is close to zero or p, i.e. the two lines are colinear or parallel. The linking probability is small when either the relative separation of the endpoints is large, i.e. r i;j @r i;j or the polar angle is close to p=2; i.e. the two lines are perpendicular. In Fig. 1(b) and (c) we show a plot of the linking probability as a function of r i;j =r i ; j and u i;j :
Experiments
In this section we provide some experiments to illustrate the utility of our new perceptual grouping method. There are two aspects to this study. We commence by providing some examples for synthetic images. Here we investigate the sensitivity of the method to clutter and compare it with an eigen-decomposition method. The second aspect of our study focuses on real-world images with known groundtruth.
Synthetic images
The first sequence of synthetic images is shown in Fig. 2 . Here the foreground structure is an approximately circular arrangement of line-segments. In the first column of Fig. 2 we show the arrangement of lines with increasing amounts of added clutter. In the subsequent columns, we show the results of grouping. The second column shows the pattern of foreground line-segments extracted by applying the eigendecomposition method described in Ref. [11] to the grouping field already detailed in Section 4.1. The third, fourth and fifth columns show the results obtained with the first, second and third iterations of the EM algorithm. Here the line-segments are coded according to the value of the cluster membership weights s iv f where v f is the foreground cluster label. As the EM algorithm iterates, the foreground cluster weights tend to unity. In each case, the foreground cluster located by the EM algorithm contains less noise contamination than the result delivered by non-iterative eigendecomposition. Moreover, none of the line-segments leaks into the background.
We have repeated the experiments described above for a sequence of synthetic images in which the density of distractors increases. For each image in turn we have computed the number of distractors merged with the foreground pattern and the number of foreground linesegments which leak into the background. Fig. 3(a) and (b) , respectively, shows the fraction of nodes merged with the foreground and the fraction of nodes which leak into the background as a function of the number of distractors. Each plot contains three curves. In both cases, the dotted (leftmost) curve is the result of applying the Sarkar and Boyer [20] method to the raw link-weight matrix. This method assigns lines to clusters based on the same-sign eigenvectors as described in Section 3.3. However, the method attempts to accommodate noise by allowing 5% of the components to flip sign. The dashed (middle) curve is the result of applying the Sarkar and Boyer method to the thresholded link-weight matrix [11] . Here we set the elements of the matrix to zero if they fall below an entropy threshold. Finally, the dot-dashed (rightmost) curve is the result obtained on convergence of the EM algorithm (in practice 3 -4 iterations). In both cases, the shoulder response curve for the EM algorithm occurs at a significantly higher error rate than those for the eigendecomposition method of Sarkar and Boyer when applied with either sign-flipping tolerance or thresholding of the link-weight matrix.
Next, we turn our attention to the link-weights A i;j : To illustrate how the link-weights behave under iteration of the EM algorithm, we have taken an arrangement of linesegments with distractors of variable length and orientation. In Fig. 4(a) we show the pattern of line-segments used as input to the EM algorithm. Fig. 4(b) shows the foreground cluster obtained after two iterations of the algorithm. Fig.  4(c) and (d) shows the initial and final link-weight matrices. Here the foreground line-segments occupy the top left-hand corner of the matrix. Initially, there are a significant number of non-zero entries outside this corner of the matrix. After the EM algorithm has converged, these entries are zero.
In Fig. 4 (e) and (f), we illustrate how the distributions of cluster membership variables and link-weights change with iteration number. In the two plots, the green curve shows the initial distribution and the red curve shows the distribution after one iteration of the algorithm. It is clear that in both cases the algorithm sharpens the distributions. However, re-distribution of link-weight is more strongly marked.
Finally, we provide some sensitivity analysis for our grouping algorithm. These experiments have been performed using the distractor grid proposed by Field [9] . The algorithm has been tested by embedding a line pattern consisting of 12 tokens in a background of 220 distractors. The distractor pattern was generated using a grid of 15 £ 15 pixel squares each of which contained a randomly orientated line. The centre point of the distractor lines were positioned as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , where Dy i;j is a random positional jitter in the centre-point position which is sampled from the interval ½0; t 2 y 2 1: Here 2t is the distance from the closest endpoint of the line to the intersection point, 2n is the line-length and a is the complement of the opening angle. The parameter y was fixed to 12 pixels and t was varied between 8 and 24 pixels. The 12 line foreground pattern was created using the geometric parameters t, a and y as shown in Fig. 5(b) . If an endpoint of a distractor line fell inside a square of the grid occupied by the centre-point of another distractor, then it was deleted. Fig. 5c shows an example pattern.
The results of the performance analysis are shown in Fig. 6 . Here we have investigated the effect of varying the opening angle a of the foreground pattern and increasing the gap-length t. We measure the gap-length using the ratio b ¼ n=t: Each point in the plot is averaged over four randomly generated distractor patterns. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the results obtained with the EM algorithm. In Fig.  6(a) we show the fraction of background contamination of the foreground as a function of the gap-length ratio b and the line opening angle a. The contamination is greatest for large opening angles and large gap-lengths (i.e. small values of b ). The contamination becomes severe once the opening angle exceeds 608. In Fig. 6(b) , we show the fraction of foreground lines that leak into the background. The leakage is again shown as a function of the opening angle and gap-length ratio. Here the method again fails for large opening angles and large gap-lengths. However, the onset of algorithm failure is now more abrupt. Of particular importance is the fact that the onset of grouping errors is dependent only on the opening angle and not upon the gap-length ratio b. These results are in accord with the psychophysical results obtained by Field [9] . Fig. 6 (c) and (d) repeats this analysis for the algorithm of Sarkar and Boyer [20] with sign-flipping tolerance. Now the angle at which there is onset of grouping errors is dependent on the gap-length ratio b. In particular, for small gap-lengths the onset angle for grouping errors becomes small. In other words, the method is more fragile than the EM algorithm. Finally, it is important to stress that the Sarkar and Boyer method allows line-segments to be assigned to more than one eigencluster since it tolerates sign-flips. In Fig.  6e we plot the fraction of ambiguously assigned linesegments as a function of the opening angle and the gap-length ratio b. The fraction of ambiguously assigned lines is greatest for large gap-lengths and large angles.
Real-world images
Finally, we present results on real-world images. We have used the airplane and turtle images shown in Fig.  7(a) and (e). The edges shown in Fig. 7(b) and (f) have been extracted from the raw images using the Canny edge-detector. Straight-line segments have been extracted using the method of Yin [16] . The resulting clusters obtained with the EM algorithm can be seen in [20] . In both cases the grouping obtained by the EM algorithm is cleaner and contains less spurious clutter.
Grey-scale image segmentation
The second application of our new pairwise clustering method involves segmenting grey-scale images into regions. To compute the initial affinity matrix, we use the difference in grey-scale values at different pixel sites. Suppose that g i is the grey-scale value at the pixel indexed i and g j is the grey-scale value at the pixel indexed j. The corresponding entry in the affinity matrix is
where k g is a heuristically set constant. If we are segmenting an R £ C image of R rows and C columns, then the affinity matrix is of dimensions RC £ RC. Hence, the affinity matrix is rather large (256 £ 256). This initial characterisation of the affinity matrix is similar to that used by Shi and Malik [22] in their normalised-cut method of image segmentation.
It is important to stress that this is an extremely simplistic method that does not, for instance, include information concerning the spatial proximity of the pixels. By applying the clustering method to this initial affinity matrix we iteratively segment the image into regions. Each pairwise cluster corresponds to a distinct region. 
Experiments
We have conducted experiments on both synthetic and real images. We commence with some examples on synthetic images aimed at establishing some of the properties of the resulting image segmentation method. In Fig. 8(a) and (b) we investigate the effect of contrast variations. The left-hand panel shows an image which is divided into two rectangular regions. Within each region there is a variation in intensity whose distribution is generated using a Lambertian sphere. In the right-hand panel we show the resulting segmentation. There are two modes, i.e. detected regions. These correspond to the two rectangular regions in the original image. There is no fragmentation due to the spherical intensity variation.
Next we consider the effect of added random noise. In Fig. 8(c) ,(e),(g), and (i) we show a sequence of images in which we have added Gaussian noise of zero mean and known standard deviation to the grey-scale values in an image containing three rectangular regions. In the sequence, each pair of images represents the original noise corrupted image (on the left) and the resulting segmentation (on the right) as the standard deviation of the noise in increased. For the different image pairs, standard deviation of the added Gaussian noise is 35, 50, 65 and 95% of the grey-scale difference between the regions. The final segmentations are obtained with an average of 2.3 iterations. The final segmentations contain 3, 3, 4 and 4 clusters, respectively. The method begins to fail once the noise exceeds 60%. It is also worth noting that the region boundaries and corners are well reconstructed. Fig. 9 offers a more quantitative evaluation of the segmentation capabilities of the method. Here we compute the fraction of mislabelled pixels in the segmented images as a function of the standard deviation of the added Gaussian noise. The plot shows three performance curves obtained with (a) the eigendecomposition algorithm method of Sarkar and Boyer with sign-flipping (leftmost curve), (b) the Sarkar and Boyer method applied to the thresholded link-weight matrix (middle curve), and (c) the EM method (rightmost curve). The two variants of the Sarkar and Boyer method fail abruptly at low noise-levels. However, thresholding of the link-weight matrix is slightly more robust than using sign-flip tolerance. The EM algorithm performs much better.
To conclude this section, in Fig. 10 we provide some example segmentations on real-world images. In the lefthand column we show the original image, while the righthand column shows the final segmentation. In Table 1 we list the value of the parameter k g , the number of clusters and the average number of iterations taken to obtain each segmentation. On the whole the results are quite promising. The segmentations capture the main region structure of the images. Moreover, they are not unduly disturbed by brightness variations or texture. It should be stressed that these results are presented to illustrate the scope offered by our new clustering algorithm and not to make any claims concerning its utility as a tool for image segmentation. To do so would require comparison and sensitivity analysis well beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new perceptual clustering algorithm which uses the EM algorithm to estimate link-weights and cluster membership probabilities. The method is based on a mixture model over pairwise clusters. The cluster membership probabilities are modelled using a Bernoulli distribution for the link-weights. We apply the method to the problems of region segmentation and of line-segment grouping. In the case of line-segment grouping, the method appears robust to severe levels of background clutter. Although more preliminary, the results obtained for region segmentation are promising and underline the flexibility of the new method.
There are a number of ways in which the method proposed in the paper can be improved. Presently, we use a soft-assign method to update the cluster membership variables. We are currently investigating whether this step can be rendered more efficient using matrix factorisation method along the lines suggested by Perona and Freeman [17] .
